WORKFORCE
DEVELOPMENT
SERVICES

At NYCEDC, we leverage our expertise and
connections to help your company tap into the
New York City talent pool—the largest and most
diverse in the nation—and build the workforce
you need to succeed in NYC.
UNDERSTANDING YOUR HIRING NEEDS
We kick off the process by working closely with
your company to acquire an in-depth understanding
of your employment and hiring needs, challenges,
and goals.

YOUR FRONT DOOR TO THE NYC
WORKFORCE
Once we have a better understanding of your
employment needs, NYCEDC can help you access
and recruit talent quickly and efficiently in order to
meet those needs. With our knowledge of the NYC
workforce development landscape, we can:
Streamline your company’s recruitment process,
serving as your main point of contact to the array
of free services offered by the City and our 		
network of workforce development partners
	Save your business time and money by partnering
with you to help you find the right candidates for
your open positions

LEVERAGING OUR PROGRAMS
Free recruitment services and other workforce
recruitment programs include:
HireNYC: A free NYCEDC program connecting
businesses to the City’s workforce development
services, delivering job-ready, qualified
New Yorkers that meet your recruitment and
hiring needs
Workforce1: Matching qualified individuals—from
a diverse pool of more than 100,000 candidates
—to open positions in industries from food
services, to healthcare, manufacturing, retail,
transportation, and warehousing
Customized Training Grant Program: A federally
funded grant to help NYC-based businesses
train and retain their employees
NYC Tech Talent Pipeline: Supporting the
inclusive growth of the NYC tech sector by
delivering quality jobs for New Yorkers and 		
qualified talent for the city’s tech companies

We’re here to help you you establish
the connections you need to succeed
in the diverse NYC business ecosystem.
To find your NYC talent today, contact
Ian Straughter, Assistant Vice President,
Workforce Development, Partnerships
at istraughter@edc.nyc

